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As I write this, it is the last week of deer season, a time we typically avoid hunting the
dogs, even with orange vests. Blue, my youngest dog, still full of puppy enthusiasm
is attempting to climb in my lap. He can’t understand why we are at home instead of
in the field. If I ignore him too long, he starts to bring me items around the house,
dish towels, shoes, books, magazines, a rogue sock, or even my grocery list. He
needs some action. Grabbing his attention, I head to the kitchen, pull the mega
block of cheese from the fridge and begin to cut tiny pieces. Blue knows what this
means and so do the other dogs that join us. Completing the cheese cutting, I return
the mega block to the fridge and pull 4 retrieving dummies from on top of the fridge.
I say, “Whoa” to anyone in earshot. All dogs freeze. Taking the dummies, I leave
them in assorted locations around the house. Returning to the kitchen, I make sure
all dogs are still frozen and give Blue a command, “Fetch”. His job is to search for a
dummy. You see when I placed them around the house, the dogs couldn’t see me.
This is a lesson in search, retrieving, and patience. When Blue returns with a dummy,
he must stay while I send another dog. This continues until all the dogs have had a
turn and all the retrieving dummies are picked up. Each dog gets a bit of cheese
upon making a successful retrieve and also waiting patiently. While not the same as a
hunt, it does help ease the boredom a gun dog in good shape feels lounging around
the house waiting, for deer season to be over.
Pete and I have had a wonderful season. I want to thank Mark Sandness, Capital
City Sporting Clays for providing me the opportunity to attend a shotgunning clinic
in August. My shooting has improved. I recommend any of you struggling with your
shotgun accuracy to attend a clinic in your community.
We did struggle this season with a few things. Access continues to be a problem in
North Dakota. If you do not have private land, you are reliant on public land, which
is limited in most of the state. Couple that with pressure from other hunters,
continued use by cattle producers, an unpleasant encounter with government
trapping, and our hunting options were limited. Fortunately, we were able to walk
some bird laden spots with the right mix of brush and grass. Top that off with a
couple of great dogs, some young, some old, and you have the makings of a great
bird season.
Sherry Niesar
Whoa Post Editor
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Tails from the Field: Into the Hills
by Ken Bruwelheide
In mid-September I was invited to hunt mountain grouse with a longtime friend and
former co-worker. The weather was hot and I usually do not run the dogs until later in
the fall when it is cooler. Thus hunting trip would be ok because we would be hunting in
the mountains at a higher elevation.
I picked up Scott before 7 AM and by 8:30 we left the truck with two dogs, Cassie
(Cassandra du Hyalite) age 9 ½ and Sally (Helena du Hyalite) age 4. I kept them on lead
for the first hour of walking up a very steep creek bottom trail. And I mean steep. We took a break in a
meadow surrounded by steep slopes in almost every direction. The slopes were covered with sage brush and
lodge pole pine with some areas burned several years ago.
A bonus during this hunt was seeing a cow moose with this spring’s calf at a distance of about 200 yards. They
moved away from us over a ridge. It was good to see that area wolves had not yet found the calf.
I released the dogs as we walked higher to a ridge. All of you understand the hunting characteristics of the
Epagneul Bretons. For this type of hunting they may have been too far ranging and too fast. A slower, closer
flushing dog may have been better for the terrain and that is what Scott has hunted over previously.
We encountered Blue Grouse in this area. They were located both on the ground in sage brush and downfall,
as well as roosting on tree limbs.
The first bird to fly was off a limb and was gone before we could shoot. The second bird came out of the
brush, locked its wings, and coasted. I swung on the bird and hit it. The bird was still alive and went into the
creek bottom where it hid under a log. I called “hunt dead” and Sally found the bird. When I moved closer
Sally was standing more than belly deep in the water on point. I said “get the bird, Sally!” She went under the
log, deeper into the water, and pulled the Blue Grouse out. The bird was still alive and tried to get away from
Sally but she did not let go and retrieved it close enough for me to grab it. This was not a traditional water
retrieve, but I’ll take it.
Awhile later Cassie went on point looking directly at a tree trunk. As I looked up there was a grouse on a limb
about 25 feet above her. The bird jumped and flew. I swung the 20 ga. And shot an adjacent tree.
All together Scott and I each bagged one Blue Grouse.
The hunters and the dogs found a total of ten birds on the
hunt. I shot two trees. It was the first time that I had
hunted with my EBs in the timber and shots are quick
with narrow shooting lanes.
Four hours plus later we hiked down the same stream bed
we had walked up earlier. Having two artificial knees and
hiking steep terrain with side hills I was very tired…too
tired to remember to take photos.
On the plus side…Scott, I, and the dogs had a great time.
After all it was a day hunting with two great dogs and an
old friend.
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Opening Day by Ray Peres
So anxious was I to start the grouse season in upstate NY, that
despite the rotten forecast I booked a motel as close to the area I
wanted to hunt as possible. Arriving the night before the opener,
my wife, Carol and I checked into the motel. Our first instinct was
to run away but it was a shade better than sleeping in the car. The
three dogs worked on honing their hunting skills by attempting to
capture the flies that were in the room. Regardless, I settled down
to a nights sleep on a sagging mattress and Carol did the same. It
was a room with twin beds and the dogs spent the night jumping
from one to the other in confusion over who would favor them
most at breakfast.
I am extremely proud of my 3 current EB’s. They are spectacular
hunting dogs and I have owned EB’s since 1981 so I have some
comparisons. The 2 females are from Copper Spur Kennels (Glen
Gunderson) and the one male is from Coteau Kennel (Pete Wax
and Sherry Niesar). All have superior bird finding ability.
We started hunting at sunrise in a misty, drizzly woods with temps
Author in pre-hunt strategy meeting with
in the high 50’s. The wooded areas can be quite dense, still foliated
the dogs
and often the dogs can lock up on point and not be seen. The GPS
tracking collars are invaluable to help me find them. Unfortunately in
one situation on opening day, they turned out to be a handicap. We
were limited in hunting
time to about 2 hours
because we had
appointments to look at
property in the area so the
hunt was not as leisurely
as I might have wanted it
to be. Carol followed me
around like a trooper
taking pictures.
I should preface the rest
of this story by
mentioning that Carol
does not like killing
animals, but loves to
watch the dogs hunt. The
first bird was deep in the
woods and after receiving
Continued on page 4
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Opening Day - Continued from page 3
a POINT signal on the
GPS, I started pushing my
way though. I heard a brief
drum of the wings, then it
stopped and
started again but I didn’t
see the bird until it flew
some distance from me and
I took a shot with my 20ga
SKB side by side and cleanly missed.
That bird was beyond both
my ability and my expectations. Nothing was seen for
the next hour so I moved
down the road to another
likely area. It
wasn’t five minutes before
we had to leave that I
noticed that one of the
Dogs in a clearing
GPS collars was off line. I
started tampering with the
receiver hoping to bring it back. All my dogs work close but
if one goes on point and the others are not around, I could
look forever and not find him or her. At that point a very
skittish grouse took off and flew clear across an opening in
the woods and I missed a very easy passing shot. My
tree-hugger wife gave it to me good for missing that shot
saying that she was “mad” at me because I could have gotten
the bird, had I not been fooling with the transmitter. She
actually let loose with a rare string of profanity. So much for
not wanting to kill an animal. The dogs made it clear that
they weren’t too happy with me either, given all the trouble
they went through to find those birds. We all returned to
the car soaked and loaded with burrs.
Now I have no choice but to return in another week to
make sure that I do not disappoint either my wife or the
dogs. Hopefully it will be dry and less foliated.

Rascal crossing a running stream and Xena (the
warrior princess) testing the waters.

Continued on page 5
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Opening Day - Continued from page 4
Now I can’t say that all was lost in this short span
of hunting time. We did see property we liked
and the dogs eradicated the fly problem at the
motel. I think I will send them a bill for that.
I wish everyone a great opening day filled with
fun, dogs and birds!

Working our way into the woods

Snow Day!
Jawen du Hameau de Sorny in the
French Alps
My friend, Pierre Willems of France
sent me this beautiful picture. It was
taken in early fall where they had
already received over a meter of
snow in the Alps.
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The Last Bird By: C. Frederick Overby
himself been married to Pamela’s mother previously,
and the former couple still maintained a close
friendship. Sandro adored Pamela and was there to give
the bride away at the wedding. By profession, he was a
third generation Italian pastry chef from the town of
Laveno in the northern part of Italy, who had lived in
the United States for a few years in the bay area of
California. He was visiting to attend the wedding in a
couple of days, and also had assumed the important
duty of preparation of the exquisite desserts that were
to be served at the wedding reception. On subsequent
Sandro and his Springer Spaniel, Biba
trips here to Bozeman, Sandro was hired as a consultant
One spring day in 2002, I was out on the Montana
by local establishments that bake bread to teach them
ranch on an exercise outing with my Epagneul Bretons. his craft which he had perfected to art form.
We had made it to the south end of the property and
As we wandered back toward the barn where Teddy was
had turned back northwards towards the direction of
waiting on us, Sandro was admiring my dogs. He
Sacajawea Peak in the Bridger Mountains to make our
explained that he got very excited when he saw my dogs
way back to the house. I looked and over a slight rise in
running the pasture, because he knew that they were
the landscape, here comes a fellow wearing an Italian
Epagneul Bretons. He imparted to me that had hunted
driver’s hat with a widespread grin on his face. He was
with the breed all over Europe and was able to explain
enthusiastically gesticulating towards my dogs, and
that his favorite upland game bird was the Hungarian
speaking in broken Italian and English. I don’t know
Partridge. We went back to the house, and had a glass
any Italian, but when he said “Epagneul Breton” I
of lemonade with Teddy and visited some more. The
quickly figured out that he was somehow interested in
conversation centered around the upcoming wedding,
my dogs and knew what they were. He came over to
and then turned to Sandro’s love of upland bird
me, stuck out his hand and introduced himself as
hunting, and the various dogs he had owned including
“Sandro Cornacchia”. He then pointed back to the
his Springer Spaniel, Biba, as well as a discussion of my
barn, and mentioned “Teddy and the cows”.
dogs, and how they and I ended up in Montana. By the
I soon realized from what he was trying to relay to me end of the visit, I had made a new friend, and we saw
was that he was somehow connected to my neighbor
each other several times more before he left to go home
and friend, Ted Bryan, who lives at nearby Windcall
after the wedding. During our last conversation, Sandro
Ranch. Aside from being neighbors, Teddy had for
had indicated that he had hunted a lot of beautiful
many years grazed his herd of Corrientes (a Mexican
places in the world, but that he had always dreamed of
cattle breed commonly used in rodeos) on my pasture
being able to go hunting for Hungarian partridge in
and other pastures nearby in the Springhill Community Montana. Although hunting partners are not hard to
of Gallatin County. It turned out, that at the time,
come by for me after the start of upland bird hunting
Sandro had come to Montana for the wedding between season in Montana, I liked Sandro’s friendly, affable
Teddy, and his soon to be wife, Pamela Chiang. The
nature, and identified with his love for the dogs and the
couple had met earlier, when Pamela came to Windcall beauty of the sport. So I had promised that we would
on a respite from her busy career. Something was in the get out together, if he made it back to Montana during
southwest Montana mountain air during that visit, and hunting season.
now nuptials were soon to be forthcoming. Sandro had
Continued on page 7
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Return he did. For the next two years he came in the
fall. I would usually get a post card from Sandro
postmarked in Italy the summer before his arrival. This
would be followed by a reminder phone call from
Pamela which Sandro insisted that she make, to insure
that Sandro’s arrival was duly noted on my calendar of
fall hunting trips. I would sometimes offer to go meet
him at the Bozeman airport to welcome him back to
Montana, and drop him off at Windcall Ranch where he
would stay during the visit. He would start grinning and
waiving at me from the top of the escalator at the
airport after he deplaned, and give me an immediate
warm handshake and embrace as soon as he reached me
at the baggage claim area. As soon as his bag came off
the conveyor, Sandro would ceremoniously unzip it, and
pull out a huge wedge of that wonderful Italian
Parmesan cheese he had somehow smuggled through
U.S. Customs to provide as a gift of friendship. It was
the best cheese I have ever eaten. As we got to be closer
friends, we mutually looked forward to our annual fall
hunting reunions. In addition to wonderful meals and
social time together at the Bryan–Chiang residence, we
would get out hunting during each visit he made. Our
friendship, born and rooted in the shared experience of
hunting wild Hungarian partridge with the Epagneul
Breton grew and deepened. Although neither of us ever
mastered the other’s language, we were able to clearly
communicate, especially about what was happening in
the field. I learned from Sandro that the love of sport
and appreciation of fine hunting dogs is universal and
transcends all geographical, cultural, and language
barriers.
Sandro was an excellent hunting partner. Like most
aficionados of the sport, he liked the shooting, but he
really loved the dog work. He had owned Springer
Spaniels, but he liked pointing dogs and had hunted
with a lot of Epagneul Bretons. He carried a twelve
gauge of European origin and was an excellent shot.
One of our favorite hunting spots was on the
Steingruber Ranch out past Three Forks, Montana just
west of the Jefferson River before it joins with the
Madison and Gallatin to form the Missouri River.

Before the Steingruber Ranch was removed from the
Montana Block Management Program, it often held several coveys of huns and a few sharptails which lived in
the coulees and fingers which were on the edges of the
fields farmed for grain. We usually didn’t hunt there until late September or early October, because there were
some rattlesnakes in the general area. Walt Steingruber,
the ranch owner, was originally from Bavaria. He was a
friendly guy, who
required his hunters to come inside the house and visit a
bit before he signed off on permission slips to hunt his
property. We would talk about farming, a little about
birds and the dogs, and what it was like when he grew
up in Bavaria compared to living in Montana. He liked
to talk to Sandro about life in Europe, as it took both of
them back to the days of their youth. We would allot
about forty-five minutes for the pre-hunt social visit at
Walt’s house, as the old fashioned hospitality of rural
residents of Montana are part of what still make The
Last Best Place special.
On the way out the door, at the first hunt each year at
Walt’s place, we would frequently leave our hosts a jar
of Matt and Jennifer Allain’s homemade sweet pickles
as a gesture of appreciation and friendship. Mrs.
Steingruber would often insist that we have just a small
piece of her latest homemade pie as a pre-hunt treat.
Walt would wish us luck shooting the little “chickens”
which was the local moniker for grey partridge, but
would remind us to please not shoot any sharptail
grouse, if we saw any. They only had a few sharptails
coming to the ranch these days, whereas they once had
a large lek on the ranch. Walt was fond of watching the
sharptails do their spring mating dance, so he wanted to
conserve them. Imparting to Sandro not to shoot at the
sharptails, exceeded my limited capacity to speak and
understand Italian or his capacity to comprehend English. However, he caught on after the fortunate miss of
a frightened sharptail when I was able to use
emphatic gestures to explain not to shoot the bigger
slower “old man’s birds” with prehistoric-like feathers
and hair on their legs We would often end up our hunts
down near the edge of the property and would visit the
Continued on page 8
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smallest Montana State Park, which was known as the
expressed by Mrs. Pearl Price Robinson about each
Parker Homestead, but was abandoned as a State Park at moment God let us spend afield in Montana, particularly
the end of 2010.
when we were following an Epagneul Breton in pursuit
of the grey partridge in the glorious fall colors of
October.
On one October day at the Steingruber Ranch, we had a
particularly nice hunt, and had found half a dozen
coveys of huns, with six or seven birds in the game bags
between us. Those coveys got educated quickly and
would flush a long ways away. It would often be the
third point and flush of the covey, before we would be
able to collect a bird for the game bag. However, Sandro
was a robust fellow, and loved the challenge. The first
couple of years he went up and down those coulees like
a mountain goat. That particular day as we were walking
back towards the truck at the end of the hunt, my little
Parker Homestead
orange roan female Epagneul Breton known as “Scout”,
went on point. She was crouched down flat on her belly,
There is a quote from 1911 on the historic marker at the and whatever she had pointed was hid under a juniper
Parker Homestead from an original Montana
bush in the midst of some sage. I was a bit concerned
homesteader, Mrs. Pearl Price Robertson, which reads: that it might be a porcupine or even a rattlesnake, and
“ As I looked across the rolling expanse of prairie, filled with the cautioned Sandro as he moved up for the flush.
beauty of a Montana sunset, I sent up a little prayer of
A bird did not flush, but I saw Sandro throw up his gun
Thanksgiving from my heart for this our very first home. Only a
and there was a loud “boom”. Sandro and Scout ran
rectangle of prairie sod, raw and untouched by the hands of man, over to collect their prize. He reached down to accept
but to us it was a kingdom… We have no regrets; life is fuller and the retrieve of a full grown Montana jackrabbit with ears
sweeter through lessons learned in privation, and around our
about a foot long. Sandro was beaming and saying “good
homestead days some of life’s fondest memories still cling. We are of dog” to Scout, and had the very large jackrabbit by the
Montana, now and always… I feel that creating and raising a
hind legs slung over his shoulder. I guess he noticed the
family in Montana has been a grand success, and my cup seems
somewhat quizzical look on my face. He then started to
filled to overflowing with the sweetness and joy of living.”
explain that he had plans for a gourmet meal with that
Sandro and I always liked to go over there during our
hunts on the Steingruber Place as the Parker Homestead
was located at the edge of the property. We would spend
a few moments pondering what life must have been like
living in that cabin in the early 1900’s with logs caulked
with mud. We would then go over to nearby Willow
Creek Café, to eat their famous pork ribs which are even
better than Georgia spare ribs cooked over a pit of red
oak coals. Sandro and I felt the similar emotions as those

jackrabbit which he called a “hare”, with some polenta
and other fine culinary creations from Northern Italy.
However, when he saw that I was not buying into the
overall concept, his countenance became somber and he
communicated that maybe he should not have shot the
hare, and that he was concerned about whether our host
would be upset?
I laughed and said, “Sandro, I don’t think Walt will miss
a jackrabbit out here in the midst of all this sage. But I
Continued on page 9
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don’t think even you are a good enough Italian chef to
make a jackrabbit taste good. They are as tough as shoe
leather!” I said, pointing to my boot. Not to be outdone,
he protested, “But you have not had Sandro’s hare
cooked in the oven, with polenta and wine.” We both
laughed heartily and it was a humorous way to finish a
great hunt. Sandro got a lot of mileage out of repeating
the whole story to others and poking fun at himself.

I showed up at the designated time, on a Thursday in
October to pick Sandro up for our long anticipated
hunt. He was waiting on the front door step with all his
gear, and greeted me with the excitement of a kid
expecting Santa Claus. When he was out of earshot,
Pamela gave me the raised eyebrow, and told me to keep
a close watch on his stamina. I assured her that I would
take good care of him. She confided that during his
spring and summer regimen of treatment for the cancer,
As a couple of years went by and the 2004 hunting
season approached, I learned from Pamela, that Sandro that Sandro had constantly talked about getting to go
had previously battled and been in remission for a form hunting in Montana again that fall. Seeing his grandson
Bo San, and getting to go hunting again were prime
of abdominal cancer. The cancerous lesion had
developed in his body cavity near his spinal cord, which motivations which gave him something to look forward
to through the regimen of treatment. The Steingruber
made operating very difficult. One reason Sandro had
maintained his dual citizenship in Italy, was to be able to place was not holding as many birds that year. Given
that it was a weekday afternoon, I decided to go to
avail himself of the full regimen of medical treatment
they offered in his native country. Over the summer of another tried and true hunting spot, known as the Miller
Ranch in the Shields Valley, outside of Clyde Park,
2004, he went back into active treatment in Italy and
was taking large doses of chemotherapy. The tumor had Montana.
come back and grown aggressively, and the treatment
Sandro and I laughed and reminisced about our past
was hard on Sandro, despite his sunny disposition.
hunting trips during the hour plus ride over. He told me
When I received word that he was going through a
that he had gone around the countryside near Milan, and
difficult stretch of chemotherapy, I would write him and spoken with some of the Epagneul Breton enthusiasts in
tell him that I had scouted out quite a few coveys of
Italy to arrange for me to go visit them when I would
Hungarian partridge that were numerous that year. I
come to visit him in Northern Italy. His family owned a
indicated that I was eagerly anticipating his coming visit hotel in the Lake Region near the Swiss border, and he
in the fall to continue our hunting partnership. It was
very much wanted me to come and visit him so that he
touch and go, but the tumor shrunk and he showed
could show me around his native home. I asked him
some modest improvement. He was determined to make about his favorite places to hunt as he had traveled far
the trip back to Montana that fall. When he arrived back and wide in pursuit of upland bird hunting. He told me
at Windcall in October, it was like a homecoming. We
that he had hunted partridge all over Europe, but
had a large feast of Italian and Chinese cuisine at Teddy indicated that currently the best wild partridge hunting
and Pamela’s home. The meal was capped off with one was in a number of the Baltic countries. Since the
of Sandro’s patented tiramisu dishes done to perfection. decline of wild game bird populations in Italy, he had
The meal was indescribably delicious and there was a lot done his best shooting for Hungarian Partridge in Poof laughter and lively conversation. Sandro was eager to land, Czechoslovakia and Slovenia.
get a hunting trip set up, but Pamela was a little
concerned about whether or not it might be too strenu- It was a cool, crisp, overcast Montana day which was
ous for him. However, Sandro’s resolve prevailed and I perfect for bird hunting. The scent was almost hanging
in the air, and our voices would fog up when we spoke.
knew how much it meant to him.
I had picked Sandro up mid-afternoon, with the plan of
doing a modest hunt. I was hoping to be able to break
Continued on page 10
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up the hunt
into a series of
short segments, where
we did not
have to walk
very far, as I
did not want
him to overdo
it. We arrived
at the Miller
place and
parked right
next to a couple of grain
bins. I was
Loading for the Last Hunt
determined to
get Sandro a shot at a bird or two, so I put down the ATeam at the time, which was made up of Hoss, Shane,
Elle and Scout. We were carpet
bombing with a platoon of four dogs, rather than
hunting the traditional brace. We struck out hunting
east, towards a large cut grain field which led in to
foothills with sage. I knew that the perimeter of the
field and the finger coulees leading up into the hills held
three or more coveys of Hungarian partridge during
those years. We were at roughly 6,000 feet elevation,
and there was a slight incline leading up towards the
coulees, but we were taking it slow. There was a good
breeze, slightly from the northwest. The dogs were
really getting after it and running big that day. Ole
Hoss, who was always out front, hit bird scent about
half way out into the grain field, where the birds were
feeding prior to going to the roost for the evening.
Hoss and Shane both slowed down from their full
gallops to slow trots with heads up and drinking in the
bird scent from the breeze. They carefully worked the
birds for about fifty yards, until they pinned the covey
in a little depression near an island of fallow grass cover
that broke up the wheat stubble.
Sandro and I were a good quarter of a mile away when
the dogs made game. I signaled the point, and we both

quickened our pace. Hoss had drilled into that point
and had the birds perfectly pinned down for quite some
time. Shane was backing him beautifully and Elle and
Scout joined the salute. The dogs had their heads high,
drinking in the scent of the wild covey. It was such a
beautiful point and honor, that it was hard not to just
stop and savor the moment. Sandro kept admiring the
point and speaking softly in his native language. To get
within shooting range, we had to cross over two old
barbed wire fences, and then walk as briskly as possible
up a slight incline. I helped Sandro get over the fences
and urged him to go ahead of me. It seemed like an
eternity to get near to the dog on point and the backing
trio, and I was out of breath. Sandro was fixated on the
dogs on point and was a man on a mission. His pace
never faltered.
As we got about 75 yards away from Hoss who had the
birds, I saw him and Shane start to creep forward to try
and keep the birds pinned. The covey had been shot at,
and they had sensed our approach and were trying to
ease out from under the point, to run to a position of
safety. As we closed the remaining gap between us and
the dogs by about a third of the remaining distance,
Sandro was on my right. Just before we got in good
shotgun range, the covey of about eighteen full grown
Hungarian partridge erupted towards the safe haven of
the foothills, giving off their familiar “eek, eek, eek”
sound, which noise is reminiscent of the sound of a
squeaky gate. I muttered something under my breath, as
the covey was just beyond the reach of shotgun range
for either of us. However, as the last bird flushed, a
single rooster peeled off from the group, and circled
back towards Sandro’s right side, at about 45 yards
away. He pivoted towards the bird, threw up his twelve
gauge and shot twice, “boom-boom” as his firearm
swung from left to right. It was a difficult shot, and I
saw the bird keep on going.
Sandro and I were both out of breath from the physical
exertion to get to the point, as well as from the rush of
adrenalin which typically accompanies a covey of wild
huns in the air which have just been pointed and shot
Continued on page 11
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at. However, he turned immediately towards me, and
made a gesture with his right hand to mimic the bird’s
flight, to indicate that he noticed that the bird was
rocked, from one of his two shots. I had not noticed
from my vantage point what Sandro said he saw, and
privately felt that it was merely wishful thinking that he
had hit the bird. We both took a moment to catch our
breath.

Then the miracle happened. The bird flew head long
into a single old treated fence post which remained
standing from a barbed wire fence taken down long ago.
He crumpled to the ground after the impact with the
post. Elle and Scout were as astonished as I was, but
they quickly collected themselves to go search for the
bird. Elle picked up the male partridge from
under a tuft of switchgrass, and brought him to hand.
He was a beautiful mature cock bird, with a prominent
Then he indicated that he was going to make his way
dark rust colored horseshoe on his chest. The bird had a
back to the truck, because he was a little tired. He
single speck of blood from a pellet which had struck
instructed me to take the dogs, and go look for his bird. him in the right hand side of his chest. The encounter
I knew that Sandro had exerted himself quite a bit to get with the shot bird had happened a good mile from the
to the dogs on point, and I was a little concerned about truck, and out of the line of sight of Sandro. By then,
letting him go on his own back to the truck. However, I evening shadows were creeping in and the sun was
knew that it was important to him that I go search for
fading. The carpet bombing crew of four EB’s and I
his bird, so the dogs and I followed his directive. As we triumphantly hustled back to the truck. As I approached,
got to where the cock bird had glided down into a
I could see Sandro nervously pacing a little bit, at the
coulee finger a half mile or so to the south and east, I
rear of the truck.
saw Sandro cross over the last fence a few hundred
yards from the truck. I said a brief silent prayer to the
As I walked up empty handed, he gave me a hopeful
effect of “Lord, please help me find this bird for
look, which was also riddled with some doubt. I then
Sandro.”
reached into my rear game pouch and handed the
beautiful trophy over to him. “You made a great shot
As we walked up to the area where I sensed the bird
and Elle found the bird for you,” I said. He looked at
might be, Elle went on point downwind from the bird, me, for a moment and then gently stroked the outline of
which was between her and me. My heart leapt with the the horseshoe on the chest of the bird in his hand.
hope and possibility that maybe Sandro had actually hit When he looked back at me, tears were trickling down
the bird. As I approached, the male partridge crazily
both of his cheeks. “This is a beautiful memory, my
flushed downhill flying straight back towards me about friend,” he said. Of course, in the poignancy of the
two feet above my head. I wheeled around to try to
moment, I had a lump in my throat, too. Then as we
finish him going the other way, but had to pull up for
collected ourselves, I explained to him, that the bird had
safety. The trajectory of the bird’s final flight placed him been wounded, but still had some flight in him, and had
directly in line with Scout who was behind me in the
miraculously flown into the fence post after Elle had
decline below. If I had shot, she would have been
located him and I could not shoot. (We were so caught
directly in the path of the 28 gauge number seven and a- up in the moment that I forgot to close the barbed wire
half pellets. So my heart sunk, as quickly as it had earlier gate to the field when we left, and I got a stern lecture,
leapt, with the fear that the bird was actually going to get the next day, from Dennis Miller, the landowner.)
away. All I could do at that point was watch and hope
for a second mark on the bird or for a miracle. The bird Our hearts were full on the ride home that day, as we
was flying strong and was traveling directly downhill
both reflected upon the beauty of the experience. “It
about four or five feet off the ground.
was a beautiful point and honor, maybe the most
beautiful I ever saw because of the backdrop of the
Continued on page 12
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Last Bird - Continued from page 11
Crazy Mountains,” said Sandro. “And a great shot, too,
I added, although I was not sure, when you sent me for
the bird, that I would find him,” I admitted. We finished the day with a sumptuous meal at the Bryan
household with wine from Tuscany, and regaled our
hosts with the story of the day’s exploits. When Sandro
got ready to leave to go back to Italy a couple of days
later, I went by to see him off. As present, he gave me a
big pan of tiramisu, which he had made from scratch.
He said, “You put it in the freezer, and every now and
then, cut off a small piece and thaw it out. When you
eat it, you think of your friend Sandro, and our days
hunting together in Montana.”
Postscript: Sandro’s cancer returned a few months
later. He battled it, but passed away on November 4 of
2005 at the age of 67. I wrote him during his final
convalescence to try to give him encouragement and to
remind him of happier times. I hoped it would lift his
spirits to remember his hunts in Montana.. I often
think of Sandro when I see tiramisu or something reminds me of northern Italy. Sadly, I never made it to
Italy to visit
Sandro during his lifetime. “Papa Sandro” now has two
grandsons, who are Teddy and Pamela’s sons, Bo San
and Ty San Chiang-Bryan whom I have known since
birth. They are now my ‘dog training buddies’ on some
weekends. This years the Bryans took ownership of a

The Bryan boys and Skeet at the fencepost

little E.B. male,
whose registered
name is Mosquito, and is called
“Skeet”. Skeet’s
mother Dodie is
Hoss’s
granddaughter
and Elle’s great
granddaughter.
(Elle’s sire Miro
di Tomasso was
from Northern
Italy. Skeet’s sire,
Brique is a
grandson of Erik
Bo San and his dog, Skeet
del Pelligrinotti,
who was bred, born and trained near where Sandro
lived in Northern Italy.) These boys and I are looking
forward to training and hunting with Skeet. This fall I
took them over to the Miller place, and told them the
story of Sandro’s last bird hunt. The fence post that
rooster flew into is still there and we took a photo of
the boys and Skeet posing there at the site. We will be
hunting in future years the same covey from which
their Papa Sandro got his last bird with the offspring of
the dogs that pointed him and retrieved him for the
game bag. Even though our world is large, there are a
lot of close connections between the dogs, people and
special places which are sometimes serendipitous. I am
sure that Sandro will be smiling down on his grandsons,
these dogs, and me with the feeling that his cup runneth over during his days afield in Montana. And remembering that last bird.
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Photo Gallery

Maisie
Photo by Janis Bruwelheide

Jake Bartells & Gage
Photo by Kim Bartels

Cooper with Caitlen
Photo by Doug Moen

Flint on a pheasant hunt in Montana celebrating his 1st Birthday
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Photo Gallery

A successful North Dakota hunt
Photo by Keith Beseke
Kim Kotur with Rosie & Maisie
Photo by Janis Bruwelheide

Ginger with a limit of sharptails
Photo by Carl Anderson

Jim Cassara and Maverick NAVHDA Utility Prize 1
Photo by Jim Cassara
Yes, Judges really do glow in
the dark!
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Photo Gallery

Rosie and Mel Kotur
Photo by Janis Bruwelheide

Jake Bartells & Gage at the NAVHDA Invitational.
Gage earned the title of Versatile Champion
Photo by Kim Bartels

Rascal and roosters
Photo by Ray Peres

Nicole with Cooper
Photo by Doug Moen

Send your photos to the Whoa Post
Editor at sniesar@outlook.com
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Recipe: Fast and Filling Turkey Soup
provided by Janis Bruwelheide, found in a 1987 magazine

A great way to use leftover poultry or game birds


¼ c butter or margarine



3 medium size celery ribs sliced or left whole for easy removal
(@ 1 cup



3 large carrots, chopped, @ 2 cups



2 small zucchini sliced, @ 1 cup



1 large onion, diced, @ 1 cup (or scallion)



¼ tsp. dried rosemary leaves



¼ tsp dried thyme leaves



2 envelopes (or 2 big tsp) instant chicken broth or whatever
broth preferred. I use Better than Boullion product, low salt



6 cups water ( I use 6 cups chicken or poultry or vegetable
broth instead of the water and the dried or solid stuff)



¼ cup Uncooked rice or orzo



3 cups chopped turkey or bird of choice



½ chopped fresh parsley (less if dried)



Salt and pepper to taste

In 4 quart pot over medium heat, melt butter, add celery, carrots, zucchini, onion, rosemary, and thyme. Cook
about 10 minutes stirring frequently until vegetables are tender and golden. Add 6 cups water and broth (change
to 6 cups of broth if you use liquid broth). Bring to boil, add rice, return to boil. Reduce heat to low; simmer,
covered 15 minutes until rice is tender (about 10 minutes if subbing orzo). Add turkey and parsley; heat
through. Add salt and pepper to taste. Yield @ 8 servings. @ 201 calories per cup.

Do you have a recipe to share with the whoa Post
readers? Please send it to Sherry Niesar, Whoa
Post editor at sniesar@outlook.com
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HPEBGDC Field Trial October, 2016
Photos by Tom & Kathy Lehmann
A few of our members made it to the trial. Thank you to Tom and Kathy for providing photos.

Norman Pope
Ken Teppel with Tom Lehmann

Jackie Huttwagner congratulating Randy
Meester on the BLUE ribbon

Tom Sprague
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Fence Crossing 101 photos by Tom & Kathy Lehman
Jackie Huttwagner with Coca Coal de Manchabarri and
David Hough with Luca Sur le DelaVan demonstrating
the proper technique for crossing a fence with the Epagneul Breton.
Step 1: Locate the fence.

Step 2: Lift dogs so they are
secure and in an under arm carry
with one arm under the belly and
one hand on the dog’s collar.

Step 3. Carefully step over the
fence while keeping pup aloft.
Success!
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Breeders
Auburn Bretons
Bob Clayton
206-852-8333
bobclayton2003@yahoo.com
www.auburnbretons.com
Chantant K-3 Kennel
Norman & Judy Pope
popecpa23@gmail.com
605-724-2533, 303-324-9972
Coteau Kennel
Pete Wax & Sherry Niesar
sniesar@outlook.com
701-222-8940
www.coteaukennel.com

Hannahatchee Kennel
Jackie Hutwagner
770.883.8360
hutwag@gmail.com

Topperlyn Gun Dogs
Lynda Kieres
topperlyn@hotmail.com
406-777-5894
www.topperlyngundogs.com

Hyalite Kennel
Butch Nelson & Karen Paugh
406-567-4200
hyaliteknls@yahoo.com
www.hyalitekennels.com
Pataula Power French Brittanys
Fred Overby
406-209-0006
foverby@bellsouth.net

Stud Dogs
1. CHF-Wild NBOB 2XTR Brique De L'Ardour *
Hip Rating - A ( France)
*Frozen Semen only
2. CHF F'Nat du mas d'Pataula ("Pride")
TAN
Hip Rating- Good - OFA
3. GUN Griz du mas Pataula TAN
Hips OFA-Good
Fred Overby
406-209-0006 (after business hours, please)
foverby@bellsouth.net
GRCHF CH Gallant Thor Sur Le Delavan TAN
Hip Rating - OFA Good
Jackie Hugwagner
770-883-8360
hutwag@gmail.com

1. NBOB GRCH Beau de l’Hospitalier
Hips – “A” – Belgium
2. 2XTR CH TopperLyn D’Artagnan
Hips – OFA “Good”
Live coverage &
artificial insemination on both dogs.
topperlyn@hotmail.com
406-777-5894
www.topperlyngundogs.com
Just Perfect Du Auburn Bretons
NAVHDA NA Prize 1, 112 Points
Penn Hip Lt: 0.46, Rt: 0.42
Sherry Niesar
701-527-3714
www.coteaukennel.com
sniesar@outlook.com

The Breeders and Stud Dog List is available to all paid members. If you are not a member, complete the
membership form and send it to Fred Overby, Club Treasurer. Only Breeding Kennels/Breeders who raise
UKC registered Epagneul Bretons will be listed in this Whoa Post column. The Whoa Post is sent directly to
over 100 email addresses and posted on line on the club web site and Face Book page. Provide your
information to sniesar@outlook.com.
To be listed in this column, pay your membership and provide the following information.

Breeders:

Stud Dog Listing:

Name of Kennel and/or Breeder
Contact Name, Phone, Email, Website

Name of Stud Dog
Hip Rating (OFA or Penn Hip)
Contact Name, Phone, Email,7 Website
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Up Coming Events
December 10 & 11, 2016
Northern Plains Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club
Armour, SD
Wild Field Trial, TAN
Contact: Norman Pope popecpa23@gmail.com
December 10 & 11, 2016
Cumberland Mountains EB Club.
Liberated, TAN & WRT
Contact: Tom Lehmann (502) 797-6694 or
trlehmann63@yahoo.com
December 31, 2016 & January 1, 2017
Chisholm Trail Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club
Sayre, OK
Wild Field Trial
Contact: Jackie Hutwagner, hutwag@gmail.com,
770-883-8360

January 14 &15, 2017
Georgia Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club
Pine Mountain, GA
Liberated Field Trial
Contact: Jackie Hutwagner, hutwag@gmail.com,
770-883-8360

February 4 & 5, 2017
Natchez Trace Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club
U.S. Corp of Engineers Indian Bayou; Sherburne
Wildlife Management Area, LA; and Three Rivers
Wildlife Management Area
Wild Field Trial - Woodcock & Quail
Contact: Jackie Hutwagner, hutwag@gmail.com,
770-883-8360

February 11 & 12, 2017
Carolinas Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club
Cedar Ridge Farm, Winston Salem, NC
Liberated Field Trial
January 7 and 8, 2017
Contact: Jackie Hutwagner, hutwag@gmail.com,
Cumberland Mountains Epagneul Breton Gun Dog 770-883-8360
Club
Wellington, TX
Wild Field Trial
Contact: Jackie Hutwagner, hutwag@gmail.com,
770-883-8360

Bob Clayton and Jax in the duck blind
Photo by Bob Clayton
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Renew Your Membership
Membership to the Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club is due at the beginning of each January.
Each of the club’s members are an important component to the club, adding to the newsletter with
articles and photographs and at the clubs annual field trial. If you are not a member, then consider
becoming a member. Aside from becoming a part of a group of talented, friendly and likeminded dog
owners, members:









Receive the Whoa Post
Are eligible to place ads in the Marketplace at no charge
List Breeder and Stud Dog information
(newsletter and web site) at no charge
Foxie Says:
Have access to dog training professionals
Please
Sallyrenew
Says: your
“Hey
and mentors
membership
to theto
Boss! It’s time
Receive advance notice of special events
Bigpay
Skyour
Club. The
Have opportunity to participate in UKC
form
is below. dues!”
membership
Thanks!
sanctioned field trials
Join a fellowship of like minded
individuals

Membership is open to all individuals. Membership fee
is $20 - individuals $30 - family or $50 - business
(Business membership receive a business card size ad in
the Whoa Post for the year.)
Please take a few moments to complete the Membership
Form below and return to Treasurer, Fred Overby at:
Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club
Fred Overby c/o Overby Law Office
101 E. Main Street, Suite C
Bozeman, MT 59715

Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club Membership Form
Name_______________________________________________ 2nd Family Member ______________________________
Address_____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Telephone __________________________________________ Email ___________________________________________

Membership Category $20 Individual _____ $30 Family _____ $50 Business_____

Make Check out to: Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun DogClub
Return form & dues to: Fred Overby c/o Overby Law Office, 101 E. Main Street, Suite C, Bozeman, MT 59715
Send General Correspondence to: Kenneth Bruwelheide,1406 Robin Lane, Bozeman, MT 59715

